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Optimum Combining for Indoor Radio Systelms
with Multiple Users
Abstract-This paper studies the use of optimum combining increase
to
the capacity of narrow-band in-building radio communication systems
with multiple users. We consider systems consisting ofa base station with
numerous remotes in a Rayleigh fading environment and study the
problem of more users requiring channels than the number of channels
available. A system is described that, with multiple antennas at the base
station but only one antenna ateach remote, uses optimum combining to
suppress interfering signals. We show that this system, with M antennas
at the base station, can achieve an M-fold
increase in the number of users
or tolerate M - 1 interferers from other systems. Thus, with optimum
combining, radio communications can be used in high-density, multipleuser environments,suchas
within buildings, even when only limited
bandwidth is available.

age)fading.Narrow-bandchannelsareassumed,
i.e.,
is assumedtobemuchlessthanthe
channelbandwidth
coherence bandwidth [9]. These results show {that such a
\
M antennas at thei
system with one antenna at each remote and
base station can achieve either an M-fold irsrease. in capacity
(over systems without optimum combining) or tolerate M - 1
interferers from other systems.
Section I1 describes the multiple-user system :proposed in
thispaperandcalculatestheinterferencetoleranceofthe
system
without
optimum
combining.
In
Secti,on 111, we
describeoptimumcombiningandcalculatetheincreasein
capacity and interference tolerance with optimum combining
in the system. A summary and conclusions are presented in
Section IV.

th7

I. INTRODUCTION
11. A BASICSYSTEM FOR MULTIPLE
USER.S
IRELESS in-building communication allows the user to
Fig. 1 shows the system to be analyzed in this paper for inbemobileandeliminateswiringandrewiringwhen
building radio communication in a multiple-user environment.
adding or moving phones, terminals, etc., and reconfiguring
Multiple remotes communicate with a base station via radio,
networks.In-buildingradiopropagation
[1]-[6] ishardto
with the radio channel characterized by multipath (Rayleigh)
predictandcontinuouslychanging,however,whichmakes
and shadow fading. Each user uses a single frequency channel,
interferencemanagementwithmultipleusersdifficult.Furi.e.,frequency-divisionmultipleaccess(FDMA:)isusedin
thermore, since bandwidth must be shared by all users within
multiplechannelsystems.
(AsdiscussedinSection
111; the
the coverage areas (which could overlap), the capacity
of a system can also have multiple users per frequency channel by
multiple-user system can be much less than that required
in using a form of space-division multiple access, Le., through
many office buildings.
the useof optimum combining since the remotes
are physically
One technique for interference reduction is optimum comseparated.)Asdescribed
in detailinSection
11.1, *e base
bining [7].With optimum combining, the signals received by
station has multiple antennas (antenna diversity), while each
severalantennas are weightedandcombinedtomaximize
remote has only one antenna. As discussed below, dynamic
output signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR). Thus,
channel assignment and transmit power control are also used.
interferingsignals are suppressedandthedesiredsignalis
Let us firstconsiderdynamicchannelassign~ment
[9] to
enhanced. Optimum combining has been shown to substanincrease the average number of users
in a multiple-user system
tially reduce interference in mobile radio [7] where multipath
andtransmitpowercontrol
[9] to reduce adjacment channel
181. For in- interference, and determine the interference toleramce of such
fading is present and in systems without fading
building radio communication, there is multipath fading as in
a system without optimum combining (i.e., without antenna
mobile radio, but the fading rate is much slower. This makes diversity).
it
For a multiple-user system with multiple channels,
possible to use optimum combining in combination with other dynamicchannelassignment
[9] isrequired
Cor efficient
techniques to furtherreduceinterference.Inaddition,optichannel usage. With this method, before transmission begins,
mum combining can be implemented as an adaptive technique the channelsare scanned to find a quiet channel (one with little
[7],so that detailed a priori knowledge of a building's radio
or nointerference)forchannelassignment.Furthermore,
environment is not required and changes in the environment
duringtransmission,theassignedchannel
is continuously
are automatically tracked.
monitoredforinterference,
andthechannelassignmentis
Inthispaper,wedescribeadigital
in-buildingradio
changed to a quiet channel when the interference becomes too
communication system that allows a large number of users
in a strong.Thelatterprocessmustoccurbecausethesignal
small area. We consider a system consisting of a base station environmentisconstantlychangingastheusermoves,the
with numerous remotes and show how optimum combining,
in environment changes (e.g., doors are closed or opened), or as
combination with other techniques, can be used to increase theother users move or begin transmission. Thus, with dynamic
maximum number of users and eliminate interference from
channelassignment,interferencedoesnotaffecttheoutage
other systems. Computer simulation results are shown for a
performance of the system as long as there are quiet channels
digital system with phase-shift-keyed
(PSK) modulation and
available.
coherent detection with Rayleigh and shadow (due to blockAnothertechniquetoreduceinterferenceamongusers
is
power control. Within the coverage region, the signal attenuaPaperapproved by the Editor for Radio Communication of the IEEE tion between the transmitter and receiver can vary widely, by
Communications Society. Manuscript received December 15, 1986; revised as much as 80 dB or more. Thus, a system with a base station
May 18, 1987. This paper was presented at the International Conference on
and multiple remotes, all transmitting at the same power level,
Communications, Seattle, WA, June 1987.
can have received signals differing in power byas much as 80
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dBatthebasestation,
which createsan adjacentchannel
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The multiple-user radio system.

interference problem. The problem can be reduced
by adapso that the
tively controllingeachremote'stransmitpower
receivedpowerisequal
for all signalsatthebasestation.
Furthermore, to reduce adjacent channel interference at the
remotes, the base station can transmit all signals with equal
power.
We nowconsidertheeffect
of interferenceonadigital
communication system using PSK modulation and coherent
detection. In general, for voice communications, good voice
quality can be maintained at a bit error rate (BER) less than
Inthispaper,weconservativelyconsideraBER.
For data communications, we assume coding could be used to
reduce the error rate to a more acceptable value. The
BER for
coherent detection of a PSK signal in white Gaussian noise is
given by [lo, p. 3811

1
BER=- erfc ( & E )
2
where S / N is the signal-to-noise ratio. Thus, a 6.8 dB S I N is
required
BER.
for
a
Next, consider the effect of a PSK interfering signal with a
phase difference 8 from the desired signal. The worst case
interference occurs when thebit timing for the interferingand
desired signals are equal. In this case, the received demodulated signal is modified by the factor 1 m S cos 0 where I/
S is theinterferencetodesiredsignalpowerratio,
and
therefore, the BER is given by

I

--I520 5
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Fig. 2 . The interference to desired signal power ratio versus signal-to-noise
ratio for
a
BER.

increasein S / N (from7to12dB).Thus,
by increasing
transmitter power, we can significantly increase the interference tolerance. However, this works only up to a limit since
the single antenna system cannot tolerate an interferer stronger
than the desired signal no matter how high the
SIN.
Because the signal propagation in buildings varies substantially with position, it is a very realpossibility that interfering
signals from nearby systems could be stronger than the desired
signal. Thus, even if the capacity of a single antenna system
were adequate for an office, interference from nearby systems
couldeasilyblockchannels,therebyreducingcapacity
or
abruptly terminating transmissions.
Thus, from both a capacity and interference standpoint, a
single antenna system is inadequate for offices.

111. MULTIPLE ANTENNA SYSTEMS
A . Optimum Combining
I ) Overview: Interference at the receiver can be reduced
+
withoptimumcombining.Withthistechnique,thesignals
received by several antennas are weighted and combined to
maximize output signal to interference plus noise ratio. Thus,
1
diversity (e.g., space [9, p. 3101, direction [9, p. 311, 111,
BER = I
erfc (Jzce,)
polarization [9, p. 31 1, 121, or field [9, p. 1481 [see Section
L
111-Dl) isusedtosuppressinterferingsignalsandenhance
desired signal reception.
where
Optimum combining has been shown
to substantially reduce
interference in systems both with
[7] and without [8] signal
fading. Our proposed indoor radio system
falls somewhere
The phase difference 0 changes with the modulating bits and
between these two cases because, although there is fading, we
varies slowly with time for small frequency offsets between
compensate forit by adjusting the transmit power (see Section
the two signals. We therefore assume that
8 has a uniform
11).
probabilitydistribution.Thus,theBERaveragedover
0 is
Withoutfading,optimumcombiningcan
null M - 1
given by
interferers with M antennas if the angular separation of the
desired and interfering signals is large enough. With fading, as
1 .1
in mobileradio,theangularseparation
nolongermatters
BER=- erfc
dB
because of the multipath. In fact, the receiver can suppress
7r 0 2
interferingsignalsandenhancedesiredsignalreceptionas
long as the received desired signal powers and phases differ
where z(8) is given by (3). Thus, from (4), we can determine
somewhatfromthereceivedinterferingsignalpowersand
the maximum I / S that can be tolerated for a given BER.
phases atmorethanoneantenna.Thus,inasystemusing
Fig.2shows
I / S versus S / N foraBER.(Multiple
severalantennasforspace,direction,polarization,and/or
interferer results are discussed in the Appendix.) That is, the
field diversity, the probability of being unable to suppress an
figure shows the maximum
I / S that can be tolerated for a
interferingsignalisverysmall.Furthermore,sincewith
given S / N anda
BER. For thesingleinterferercase,the
if the
maximum Z/S increases from - 20 to - 5 dB with a 5 dB dynamic channel assignment the channel can be changed
interferencecannotbesuppressed,systemswithoptimum
' Note that we are assuming perfect phase synchronization at the receiver. combining can overcome most interference problems.
As discussed in [7], optimum combining need only be used
This is discussed further in Section 111-D.

'

1

(a)
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at the basestation receiver. Adaptive retransmission with time
division [9], [ 131 can be used to improve reception atthe
remotewithoutrequiringmultipleremoteantennas.With
adaptive retransmission, the base station transmitsat the same
frequency as it receives, using the complex conjugate of the
receiving weights. With time division, a single channel is time
ARRAY
shared by both directions of transmission. Thus, with optimum
OUTPUT
combining, during transmission from the remote
to the base
station, the antenna element weights are adjusted to maximize
thesignaltointerferenceplusnoiseratioatthereceiver
output. During transmission from the base to the remote, the
complex conjugate of the receiving weights
are used so that the
signalsfromthebasestationantennascombinetoenhance
reception of the signal at the desired remote and to suppress
thissignalatotherremotes.Thus,wecanachievethe
WEIGHT
advantages of optimum combining at both the remote and the
GENERATION
base station with multiple antennas at the base station only.'
As discussed above, a system with optimum combining can
Fig. 3. Block diagram of an M antenna element diversity combiner.
suppressinterferingsignalswithahighprobabilityeven
if
theirpower is equalto or greater than that of thedesired
signal propagation vector is given by
signal. Therefore, withoptimumcombining,severalsignals
canusethe
samechannelsimultaneously,thusincreasing
capacity. Also, signals from other systems can be suppressed
even if they are stronger than the desired signal. These topics
are discussed in detail in Sections 111-B and 111-C.
2) Description and WeightEquation: Fig. 3 showsa
block diagram of an M antenna element diversity combiner.
wherethe
ud; are independentcomplexGaussianrandom
The signal received by the ith element y;(t) is split witha
variables and Prd ( = u l u ; ) is thetotal received desired signal
quadrature hybrid into an in-phase signal xlj(t)and a quadraby a power.Notethatbecauseoftransmitpowercontrol,the
turesignal xQ;(t).Thesesignalsarethenmultiplied
controllable weight wlj(t)or wQi(t).The weighted signals are components of z&j are not independent. Although the phasesof
the components are independent, the amplitudes (and, therethen summed to form the array output so(t).
fore,thepowers)aredependent.Theinterferingsignal
Let the received interference-plus-noise correlation matrix
propagationvectors(the uj's)for theinterferingusers
in a
be given by
multiple users per channel system have the same characteristics as u d in (7). Forinterferencefromothersystems,the
L
uj's canvarywidely,however.In
R,, = a21+
( 5 ) characteristicsofthe
Section 111-C, westudy thesystemperformance:withfixed
j=1
total received power for each interferer, i.e., the &[j'shave the
where u2 is the noise power, Z is the identity matrix, L is the samecharacteristicsas
ud in (7), butwitha
total received
number of interferers, uj is the j t h interfering signal propaga- power (Prd) that can be different from the desired signal.
tion vector, andthe superscripts * and T denote conjugate and
4) SINR and BER: We are interestedinac:hieving
the
for thedigitalsystem.Theoptimum
transpose, respectively. In ( 5 ) , the correlation is over a period lowestpossibleBER
much less than the reciprocal of the fading rate,i.e., uj and ud combiner,however,maximizestheSINK.WithGaussian
interferenceandnoise,maximizingtheSINRdoesindeed
[in (5)-(lo)] are assumed to be reasonably constant over the
minimize the BER. However, in our system, the interference
period in which the bit error rate is calculated. Note that we
isone or more PSK signals.Therefore,maximizingSINR
have assumed the fading rate is much less than the bit rate. The
equation for the weights that maximize the output SINR
then is does not necessarily minimize the BER, although it substantially reducestheBER.Thus,sincenosimpleformula
(from [14]) (see [7])
currently exists for determining the weights that minimize the
w=(YR,'u$
(6) BER [from (3), (4), (A- l), and (A-2) note that the BER is a
complicated function of S / N and I/S],4 optimum combining
is used.
where w is the complex weight vector,
CY is a constant,3 the
As discussed above, interference has a different effect from
superscript - 1 denotes the inverse of the matrix, and
ud is the
noise on the BER. In fact, the effectinterference:
of
depends on
desired signal propagation vector.
as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, in our
3) Preliminary Assumptions and Analysis: In this study, the noise and vice versa,
analysis, we first determined the weights that maximize SINR
we will assume independent Rayleigh fading (due to multiI / S and S / N at thle optimum
path) at each antenna with the same shadow
or obstruction andthendeterminedthe
combiner output. The BER can then be determined
from (4)
fading at each antenna for a given signal. Of course, the fading
produced by multipath may not be Rayleigh in all locations in for L = 1 and (A-1) for multiple interferers.
For the diversity combiner of Fig. 3, it can be shown that
all buildings.However,itmustbestressedthatoptimum
theinterference to desiredsignalpower
ratio I / S andthe
combining always maximizes the signal
to interference plus
desired signal-to-noise ratio S / N at the array output are given
noise ratio, even if the fading is not Rayleigh.
WithindependentRayleighfadingateachantennaand
L
by
transmit power control as discussed in Section 11, the desired
Iw+uj*12

I

I

UTUT

I//s=j=l

Note that foradaptive retransmission to be completely effective, all
systems within range must use optimum combining and adaptive retransmission with synchronized time division (see Section 111-D).
Note that CY does not affect the performance of the optimum combiner, and
therefore we will not consider its value.

(8)

Iw+u$(2
Note that optimum combining doesminimize the upper bound on the BER
given in (A-4) and the BER approximation for the interference considered to
be the same as Gaussian noise (A-3).
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and

respectively, where w is given by (6) and the superscript t
denotes
complex
conjugate
transpose.
Note
that without
interference ( L = 0), from (5) and (6),

and therefore, noting that

Prd =

u:u$, from (9),

prd

S/N=--;-.
UL

With interference, optimum combining causes the S / N to be
slightly less than that of(1 l), while theI / S is substantially less
than that received at each antenna.
Assuming an acceptable channel unless the BER exceeds
we are interested in the probability that the BER is less
than(andnotinterested
in theaverageBER).Thatis,we
are interested in the probability that a given channel can be
used. This is, of course, the probability that S / N and I / S are
below the curves of Fig. 2 . In Sections 111-B and 111-C, we
calculate this probability and from it determine capacity and
interference tolerance.

numbeg: of cases(correspondingtorandomlypositioned
remotes) were generated, and the probability was calculated
by determining the proportion of cases
in which all signals had
BER
a less
than
Thus,
for
each
case,
the
following
procedurewasemployed.First,signalpropagationvectors
were generated for each signal by
1) generating independent complex Gaussian random num-

bers, and
2 ) calculating

ud

from (7).

Second, with these signals vectors, it was determined whether
the desired signal at the output
of every optimum combiner
hadaBERlessthan
by,foreachsignal,

1) designating the signal as the desired signal and all others
as interfering signals,
2 ) calculating the optimum weights (6),
3) calculating S / N and Z/S [(8) and (9)], and
4 ) determining if S / N and I / S were below the appropriate
curve of Fig. 2 .

Figs. 4-7 show the probability that
K users can use the same
channelsimultaneouslyversustheaveragereceiveddesired
signal-to-noise ratio per antenna with two-nine antennas. Ten
thousand
cases
per
data
point
were
used.
To conserve
computertime,only
uptosixsimultaneoususerswere
considered.Thefigures
showthat oneuserperchannelis
always possible if r d is greaterthan 7-10 logloM dB, and that
for K > 1, the probability of accommodating K simultaneous
r d . M usersperchannelwithhigh
usersincreaseswith
probability are possible if r d is increased by up to 20 dB, with
B. MuItipIe Users Per Channel
higher values of K possible only at a much lower probability.
As discussed previously, because optimum combining can
Notethat
as thenumberofantennasincreases,smaller
suppress signals even when their power is equal to or greater
increases in r d are requiredformultipleusers
at ahigh
than that of the desired signals, multiple users per channel are
probability. For example, with nine antennas, an increase
in
possible. Thus, a much higher capacity than that for single
r d of only 10 dB is required for a six-fold increase
in capacity.
antenna systems can be achieved. In this section, this capacity For fixed transmit power in a typical building, this represents
is determined.
about a 50 percent reduction in maximum range.
Theproposedsystemwithmultipleusersperfrequency
We now consider the probabilityP K / K -of being able to add
channel has one base station with
M (A4 > 1) antennas and
the Kth user(withBER
<
forall K users).Thatis,
multiple remotes with one antenna each. The base station has,
P K / K1-is the probability that one more user can use the same
for every remote’s transmitted signal, an optimum combiner
channel given that K - 1 users are using the channel. This
that uses the signals received by each of the
M antennas. Thus,
probability can be derived from the previousresults by noting
the designation of the desired and interfering signals depends
that the BER for each of the existing K - 1 users can only be
only on which optimum combiner is being considered. All the
increased (not decreased) by adding an additional interferer.
signals are, of course, desired at the receiver.
Thus,thecaseswhere BER <
with K usersareasubset
Thecapacityofmultipleusersperchannelsystemswas
ofthecaseswhereBER
<
with K - 1 users,andthe
calculated by first using Monte Carlo simulation to determine
probability of adding the Kth user is P K / P KI-.
the probability that (for a given received signal-to-noise ratio
Fig. 8 shows the probability that aKth user can be added to
and number of antennas) a given number of users can use the
a channel versus the received desired signal-to-noise ratio per
same frequency channel simultaneously. From this probabilantenna for six receive antennas. This probability is similar to
ity,wethencalculatedtheprobabilitythat,withagiven
the probability for K simultaneous users (Fig. 6) because the
number of simultaneous users, another user can be added to
probability of adding the
Kth user successfully is usually much
the channel. Finally, these results were used to determine the
less than that for theK - 1 user. Similar results were obtained
capacity of systems with a 0.01 blocking probability (i.e., 99
for two, four, and nine receive antennas.
percent availability was considered in our study).
The blocking probability for a single channel with capacity
Theanalysisusesthefollowingnotation.Let
K bethe
K is defined here as the probability that a Kth user cannot be
number of simultaneous users per channel
(all with BER <
added to the ~ y s t e mi.e.,
, ~ for a one-channel system ( N = l),
10-3. Also, let r d and r, be the average received signal-tonoiseratio perantennaforthedesiredand
j t h interfering
signals,respectively.Thus,
r d = Prd/Mu2,and
forthe
multiple users per channel system, rj = r d f o r j = 1, L and L
Thus, the call blocking probability for a single channel can be
= K - 1 . Our results are given as a function of r d . This is
calculated directly from the above results.
because r d determinestherequiredtransmitpowerofthe
Fig. 9 shows the capacity (maximum number of simultaneremotes or, alternatively,
with
fixed
maximum
transmit
power,themaximumrange.Notethata
6.8 dB S / N is ous users) versus r d for a single-channel system with a 0.01
blocking probability. The figure shows that the increase in r d
requiredforaBER,andassumingacubiclawofsignal
as the
strength falloff with distance, a 9 dB increase in required r d requiredforeachadditionaluserbecomessmaller
with
fixed
transmit
power
implies
a
50 percent
range
reduction.
This is actually the worst case blocking probability for the capacity K
The probability PK that K users can simultaneously use the system since the blocking probability is substantially less when there are fewer
same channel was determined by computer simulation. A largethan K - 1 users.
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number of antennas increases. For example,
five users with
six antennas require rd = 17 dB, while with nine antennas,
only 5 dB is required. Also, the results show that close to M
users are possible,but only with a substantial increase inrd as
compared to the single-user system. However, multiple users
with a small r d penalty are possible if the capacity is much less
than M .
We now study the capacity of multiple channel systems (N
> 1) where N is the numberof channels. Because of dynamic
channel assignment, the capacity for a given blocking probaN times the capacity of a singlebility is greater than just
channel system. In fact, with dynamic channelassignment,
there may be many users in one channel and only a few in
another. However, to simplify the analysis, we will assume
that all channels have K users before any have K + 1 users.
This is a worst case model since the capacity is greater if the
I
I
I
number of users in each channel is more unevenly distributed.
Our results are, therefore, somewhat pessimistic.
Consider an N-channel system with N - ( I - 1) channels
10. The capacity (maximum number of simultaneous users) versus rd
with K users per channel and I - 1 channels with K + 1 users Fig.
for an eight-channel system with a 0.01 blocking probability for several
per channel (0 < I 5 N).Then the total number of users is
values of M .
N K + (I - l ) , and the blocking probability for the next user
is given by
to the desired signal power. Results forthe
maximum
B = ( l -PK+l,K)N-('-l)(l - P K + Z / K + l) I - I .
(13) interference powerfor agivenblockingprobability
were
That is, (13) is the call blocking probability for a system with obtained by increasing the interference power (in 1 dB steps)
capacity NK + I . Thus,fromtheprevious
results in this until the blocking probability exceeded the given value.
The weights are affected by the power of the interference as
section and (13), the capacity (maximum number of users) for
shown in (5) and (6). If rj < 1 (i.e., the power of the
a given blocking probability can be determined.
As an example, consider an eight-channel system. Fig. 10 interference is less than that of the noise), the interference has
shows the capacity versus rd with a 0.01 blocking probability little effect on the weights, and the interference-to-noise ratio
at the optimum combiner output is close to that at the input.
for several values of M . This figure shows that an M-fold
increase in capacity can be achieved with M antennas if r d is However, when rj > 1, the weights are adjusted to suppress
the interference in the output to a level far below the noise. In
increased by as much as 20 dB (for M = 2 ) . However, the
required increase inr d decreases with more antennas. Further- this case, increasing the received interference powerdecreases
interference-to-noise
ratio
at
the
optimum
combiner
more, for less than anM-fold capacity increase, the r d penalty the
is significantly less. For example, with nine antennas, a five- output.
The optimum combiner can greatly suppress (farbelow the
fold increase in capacity is possible with only a 3 dB increase
in rd. Note that as the number of channels increases, for the noise level) interferers and not greatly suppress the desired
signal if the received desired signal phases differ somewhat
same blocking probability, the required rd decreases.
The results can be generalized as follows. In systems with from the received interference signal phases at more than one
itis very
Rayleigh fading,anM-fold
capacity increaseis
obtained antenna.Withmultipleantennasandmultipath,
will be the same.Therefore, the
because M - 1 signals are nulled by each optimum combiner. unlikely thatthephases
Thus, the number of signals that can be nulled is the same as probability of the optimum combiner being unable to null the
that in a nonfading environment (M - 1). We might therefore interference is negligible. However, interference nulling does
call
expect that our results would be valid even if the fading were reduce the output desired signal-to-noise ratio.Thus,
not Rayleigh and/orthereweremorethan
nine antennas. blocking occurs when S / N is reduced to less than 7 dB (i.e.,
BER >
with
high
received
interference
power.
The
However, such results need tobe verified in apractical
optimum combiner can therefore tolerate interference at any
system.
power6 with high probability if r d is large enough.
These points are illustrated inFig.11for
M = 4. This
C.Interference
r,/rd versus rd for ablocking
figure shows the maximum
In this section, we determinethenumberandpower
of probability of 0.01 with eight channels. Thus, the probability
interferingsignalsthat
can betolerated
by the optimum of callblocking inone channel is 0.56 [(0.56)* = 0.011.
thesystemcan
tolerate M - 1 ( = 3)
combiner. We first describe how the results were
generated Resultsshowthat
and discuss the effect of interference
on
the optimum interferers at any power if r d is 7 dB greaterthan that required
combiner. Next, results are shown for the maximum level of without interference. With M or more interferers, the optiinterference for a 0.01 blockingprobabilitywith
L equal mum combiner can only tolerate interference that has power
power interferers and M antennas. Finally, we determine the approximately equal to that of the desired signal even with
very high r d . Similar results were obtained for M = 2 and 4
maximum number of interferersat any power that canbe
with N = 1 and 8.
tolerated.
From the above results, the r d required for the system to
The probability that L interferers of equal average received
tolerate L interferers at any power can be determined. Fig. 12
power (r,) block
channel
a
forthedesired
signalwas
determined by computer simulation. A large number of cases shows themaximum numberof interferers at any power versus
(corresponding to randomly positioned remotes) were gener- r d for a blocking probability of 0.01 with one channel. The
figure shows that close to M - 1 interferers can be tolerated
ated, and the probability was calculated
by determining the
proportion of cases in which the single desired signal had a with large increases in rd.
BER greater than
The method used was the sameas that
described in Section 111-B, except that there isonly one desired
In a hardware implementation, the maximum interference power that can
signal and the power of the interferers is not necessarily equal be tolerated is usually limited to 40-80 dB.
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Fig. 13. The maximum number of interferers at any power versus rdfor a
blocking probability of 0.01 with eight channels and M = six, four, and
two antennas.

I

withamixtureofdiversitytechniques,a
largenumber of
antennas can be placed in a relatively small area.
Optimumcombiningcanbeimplementedforin-building
4
systems in the same way as in mobile radio [7]. The optimum
-I
combinercanbeimplementedwithanLMS
[15], [16]
5
3
adaptive array. Signals can then be distinguished. at the base
I
X
station by different pseudonoise codes, with these codes added
a
5
to the biphase
PSK signal with an orthogonal biphase
PSK
2
signal (see [17]).
The pseudonoise codes that are used to distinguish signals
are alsouseful for carrier recovery. The received signal can be
mixedwiththe
codetogenerateanarrow-bandsignalfor
carrierrecovery.Becauseoftheprocessing
ga.in with the
code,thenarrow-bandsignal
will have a highsignalto
0
io
20
interference plus noise ratio, even when
17s at the 'receiver
I'd ( d B )
outputishigh.
Therefore, the receiver can track the signal
Fig. 12. The maximum number of interferers at any power versus rdfor a phase with little phase jitter even when
I / S at the receiver
blocking probability of 0.01 with one channel and M = six, four, and two output is close to 1.
antennas.
A major difference between in-building systems and mobile
radioisthefadingrate.Inmobileradio,thefadingrateis
Fig. 13 shows the maximum number of interferers at any about 70 Hz.Thus,theweightsmustadapt
in few
a
power versus rd for a blocking probability of 0.01 with eight milliseconds. In buildings, however, the fading rate is much
channels. M - 1 interferers can be tolerated with M = 2 , 4, less. For example, a 1.5 m/s velocity (i.e., walking with the
and 6 and increases in rd of only 3, 7, and 8 dB, respectively. remote) produces a 4.5 Hz fading rate at 900 MH:z and a 0.25
Thus, the results in this section show that
M - 1 interferers Hz fading rate at 50 MHz. Thus, the weights can be adapted
at any power can be tolerated with a several dB increasein r d much moreslowly,makingimplementationoftheLMS
if M 5 6. Sincetheseresults
are similartothose
for a algorithm on a chip much easier. Furthermore, because the
nonfading environment (where upto M - 1 interferers can be fading rate is less,
the dynamic range of the LMS adaptive
nulled), we might again expectthat our results would be valid, array is greater. That is, the receiver can operate with higher
even if the fading were not Rayleigh andlor there were more
interference to desired signal power ratios. Using the analysis
than six antennas.
of [7], we can show that the maximum interference to desired
signal power ratio is on the order of
30 dB for a4.5 Hz fading
D . Implementation
rate as compared to
20 dB for mobile radio.
If grea.ter dynamic
For the system with optimum combiningto be practical, the range is required,other(morecomplicated)tec:hniques
[SI
antenna array at the base station must not require a large area. may be used because rapid adaptation is not required.
The separation for (nearly) independent fading at each antenna As noted in Section 111-AI), for adaptive retransmission to
is one-quarter wavelength (X14, e.g., 8 cm at 900 MHz and
be completely effective (i.e,, same BER at the remote
as at the
1.5 m at 50 MHz). Thus, with space diversity [9, p. 3101, an basestation),tworequirementsareplacedonthesystems.
- 1) First, all transmissionsmustbesynchronized.Thatis,
array of Mantennas requires a X / 4 ( m - 1 ) by X/4(all
area. Furthermore, direction [9, p. 31 1 , 111, polarization [9, remotes must transmit at the same time, and all base stations
p. 311,121, or field diversity [9, p. 1481 can also be used.
must transmit at the same time. With one base station and
With these diversity schemes, antennas can be added without
multiple remotes, synchronization is not a problem. However,
increasingthephysicalsizeoftheantennasarray.For
with multiple base stations, there should be synchronization
example,withpolarizationdiversityinadditiontospace
between systems within the same building. A second requirediversity,thenumber
of antennascanbetripled(three
mentisthat
all basestationsuseoptimumcombiningwith
orthogonallypolarizedantennasforeachspacediversity
adaptiveretransmission. If anothersystemdid
not usethis
antenna) without any change in the area
of the array. Thus,
technique, it could interfere with the base-to-remote transmis-
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sions’ of other systems on a channel. However, the system thanintegration. Unfortunately,theserieshasconvergence
without optimum combining could suffer interference on both problems (on a digital computer)for most of the cases of
transmissionpaths. Therefore, in high-densitymultiple-user
interest in this paper. Thus, (A-1) was used to calculate the
environments,systems couldnot operate without optimum BER, but only for L I5. Fig. 2 shows the results. Note that
combining, and would be required to use optimum combining for large S / N with L = 5 , there appears to be some error in
with adaptive retransmission.
thecurve. (For L = 5, the error could not be determined
In
this
paper,
we
have
studied
only
the steady-state because of the extensive computer time required.) However,
performance of the optimum combiner. In an actual system, this error does not affect our results for the reasons discussed
thebasestation
receiver must track both the desiredand
below. We also considered two other BER equations. First,
interfering signals. Although the dynamics of in-building’radio for large L , the interference can beconsidered to be the same
communications are slow, the movement of the remotes will as Gaussian noise [IS], and therefore, the BER is given by
affectthe performance of the
LMS adaptive array (or any
other implementation of the optimum combiner). Thus,
the
transient performance of the system should also be studied.
BER=-21 erfc
(A-3)
(S / N )- I I / S
Finally, in this paper, we have studied the performance of
the base station receiver only. A brief analysis (not presented
Results using this approximation are given in Fig. 2. Second,
in this paper) shows that the BER at the remote should be an upper bound on the BER with interference for any number
similar to that at the base station (for adaptive retransmission
of interferers is given by [20]
with time division). Computer simulation is needed, however,
t,
1
I
to verifythatwhentheBER
islessthan
atthebase
B
E
R
I
e
x
p
(A-4)
station, it isalsoless
than
attheremote.
(S/N)-’ I/S

(dT)

IV. SUMMARY
AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper,wehave
studiedmultiple-userin-building
radio communication systems. We described a multiple-user
system and showed that
optimum combining can be used to
increase the capacity and interference toleranceof the system.
Computer simulation results
showed
that
with
optimum
combining, a system with one antenna at each remote and M
antennasatthe
base station canachieveeitheranM-fold
increase in capacity or tolerate M - 1 interferers. Finally, we
discussed implementation of the system and showed that the
system was practical for the office environment.
APPENDIX
Extending the results of Section 11, we can see that with L
interferers, the BER is

where

+

*

+J l , / S

COS OL)’

(A-2)

and I J S is the interference to desiredsignal power ratio of the
ith interferer. Note that the total interference to signal power
ratio I / S is
I J S . Therearetwoproblems with (A-1)and
(A-2), however. First, the BER depends not only on the total
interference to signal powerratio,
but onthe
individual
interference powersas
well. However,it
wasconcluded
(although not proved) in [18] and [ 191 that for fixedtotal
interference power, the highest BER is achieved with equal
powerinterferers,i.e.,
I j / S = ( l / L ) I / S for i = 1 , L .
Therefore, we considered equal power interferers as a worst
case and generated an approximate lowerbound for maximum
I / S versus S / N for a
BER.
A second problem is that for numerical evaluation of (A-l),
computertimegrows
exponentiallywith L , and therefore,
calculations are only practical for small values of L . Another
formula forthe BER is given in [ 181, which uses aseries rather
It would not interfere with remote-to-base transmissions of systems with
optimum combining,
however,
as
optimum
combining
suppresses
any
interference.

1

+

+

1

Results using this upper bound are also shown in Fig. 2. Note
that this bound is not very tight for small I / S ; from this bound,
the S / N i s 8.4 dBat aBER(without
interference, I/s =
0), while the actual S / N required [from (l)] is 1.6 dB less.
Fig. 2 shows that the maximumI / S varies significantly with
the BER equation used. (Equations (A-1) and (A-2) with equal
power interferers were used for the results presented in Figs.
4-13.) However,ourresultsfor
the optimum combining
system (with M antennas and L interferers) for L < M in
Figs. 4- 13 and our c.onclusions do not depend on the BER
equation used. This is because, for
L < M , thenumber of
degreesoffreedom
in the adaptive array using optimum
combining is greater than or equal to the number of interferers, and therefore, the array can usually greatly suppress the
interferers without affecting the desired signal. Therefore, the
I / S at the array output issmall,and,
if the S I N islarge
enough, the BERisless
than
Thus, the array usually
operates in the small I / S region where the required S I N is
about the same forall the BER equations (except for the upper
bound (A-4) where the required S / N is 1.6 dB higher). We
verified that our results for L IM in Figs. 4- 13 were not
significantly changed by the I / S curve used, except that theS /
N was 1.6 dB higher for’ theI / S curve from (A-4).
For L 2 M , the number of degrees of freedom in the array
is less than the numberof interferers, and therefore, the array
cannot greatly suppress all the interferers in most cases. Thus,
the variation in maximum I / S at high S / N has a dramatic
effect on the results. As noted above, the results in this paper
are based on (A-1) with equal power interferers,and thus, our
resultsshould beconservativefor
L 2 M. However,our
conclusions (an M-fold increase
in capacity and suppressionof
M - 1 interferers)are based onthe L < M case, and
therefore, do not depend on which BER equation is used.
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